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The strength to alter fate lies in our minds as well as our actions.A young woman held hostage in
a government facility.Dani holds the key to setting her free.If she can survive long enough to
deliver the message.An extraordinary ability cursed Dani’s existence, but alienation from
society’s mainstream hasn’t dampened her commitment to help another genetic oddity.Through
the terror of avoiding a sniper’s bullet and nature’s temper tantrum, she struggles to deliver a
warning in hopes of saving a like-minded, young woman. Dani’s ability is both a blessing and a
curse. Those who would use her for their own ends would kill to control her, yet it’s her ability that
allows her to seek out and help others.A must-read short story for fans of CM Sutter, Dale
Mayer, Dean Koontz, LT Ryan, and Fiona Quinn.

AutoBotsis on a mission to save someone who has special DNA (or talents) like she does...This
book was well written...the pace flowed at a perfect speed...About the AuthorReily Garrett is a
writer, mother, and companion to three long coat German shepherds. When not working with her
dogs, she's sitting at her desk with her furkids by her side.Author of chilling suspense and
snarky romance, her stories span the distance of romantic thrillers, paranormal romance, and
erotic romance. Regardless of genre, each book delves into a dark and twisted imagination yet
is tempered with romance and a touch of humor.Reviews by Kirkus Reviews, San Francisco Bay
Review, and BestThrillers.com best describe her work:"This could be James Patterson, Lee
Child, and Tess Gerritsen rolled into one, but the dark, twisted methods used by the serial killer
could surprise even those readers..." - San Francisco Bay Review"...steamy, seductive police
procedural..." - BestThrillers.com"...well-researched thriller that remains romantically genuine
throughout." - Kirkus ReviewPrior experience in the Military Police, private investigations, and as
an ICU nurse gives her fiction a real-world flavor.
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Bending FatePrequel to Carnal Whispers:Mind StalkerCarnal SeriesByReily GarrettThank you
for readingBending FateFor information on updates,new releases, deals, bonus content,and
other great books, sign up forReily’s newsletter atAcknowledgmentsThis book is dedicated to
Darius, Leyna, and Raptor, the incredible trio, loyal, kind, and energetic. Three incredible beings
who don’t understand the words “give up.” To Faith, whose love and compassion changed my
life.Special thanks to beta readers Graham from Fading Street Publishing, Siobhan Caughey,
Lori Sickles. I appreciate your time and insights. To my readers, each one of you who selects and
reads one of my books, thank you for the opportunity to share my work.Table of
ContentsBending FateAcknowledgmentsChapter OneChapter TwoChapter ThreeCarnal
WhispersAbout ReilyReily’s BooksCopyrightChapter OneShadows obscured the myriad
nebulous phantoms Dani’s imagination conjured sliding underneath the water’s stygian surface.
For someone who’d lived her life under the radar, she didn’t want to consider the consequences
of her actions while committing criminal activity.Choppy waves’ rhythmic slapping against the
decking’s underbelly kept time with her quiet inhalations as the first frozen flakes of snow melted
on her bare neck. An icy chill spiraled down and curled around each of her vertebrae. Tendrils of
naked fear snaked outward in a labyrinthine crawl to disrupt her previously steady hands as she
once again prodded her conscience with the justification for borrowing the small skiff.I have to
warn Jake about the foreign bastards after his girl, Callie. Deliver the message and get out. What
could go wrong?Cursed with an extraordinary intelligence and a talent any government would
kill to control, Callie deserved a chance at freedom, even if it entailed constant vigilance.Dani’s
trust in technology fell short of using a phone considering the limitless electronic reach of the
foreigners. They didn’t care who they killed in their quest to kidnap their objective.Old-fashioned
stealth was safer when many could demolish privacy with a few clicks at their keyboard. The
group she intended to expose considered laws for the mass populace a bogus endeavor. She
hadn’t spent years hiding in plain sight to act recklessly now when her own demons, guised in
the form of a previous foster family, were equally desperate to reacquire her.Tonight, stealth
included significant risk.Gloves, a shield against the cold and from leaving fingerprints behind,
made it difficult to untangle the cleat hitch securing the small wooden boat bumping against the
dock. Improperly secured, the rope wrapped each horn twice in defiance of her need for a
speedy departure. Using her flashlight now might hasten her departure but also might alert
someone in the nearby home to her presence.This legal infraction signified nothing in the grand
scheme of things. If the foreign asshats tracking Callie came across Dani, her life would be forfeit
in the time it took to pull the trigger. If her plan succeeded, she’d bring the wooden craft back
before midnight after delivering her message. A nice, quiet, unassuming life was all she wanted.
Taking the small dory from a private dock had seemed to make sense at the time, with no
security personnel, no gates, and no discernable alarms.A racing heart and shaking fingers
brought her sanity into question. The cold breeze swept away the perspiration dotting her



browWith the release of the last knot came a frustrated sigh. If she was late to the rendezvous,
Jake would leave and her warning would go undelivered. She’d risked much in the past month in
her bid to free Callie, a young woman previously held prisoner in the bowels of a think tank due
to her extraordinary mind. It didn’t matter that they’d never met. After learning of Callie’s unique
psychic abilities, so similar to her own, the compulsion to see her free had overpowered rational
thought.If all had gone well three nights ago, Callie was now free of the Institution, yet the
wardens who’d raised her would go to the ends of the earth to recapture the young genius. Still,
she was unaware of the foreigners plotting her abduction and deserved at the very least, a
fighting chance.Something felt off, wrong.Why isn’t Franklin answering his phone?A hundred
yards away, the house remained dark except for an outside security light. The inhabitants were
probably tucked in their warm beds, dreaming of snowball fights and sledding during their snow
days. A life she’d enjoyed only in her imagination.The sky’s cap was lower now than even an
hour ago. Darker too. The cloud’s ever-increasing burden of frozen crystals would soon smother
the world in a late-season, brief visit in spite of the temperature hovering above freezing.Her
muscles protested the stretch when she stood and rolled her neck and arms to relieve the
spasm spanning her shoulder blades. The sooner she finished this dangerous task, the sooner
she’d go back to her uneventful life, concealing her uniqueness behind a veterinary assistant’s
quiet and humble facade.After dropping the line, she stumbled over the rowlock when
something nudged her thigh. Lips locked tight between her teeth muffled the scream threatening
to broadcast her nefarious activities. To be caught before delivering her message would leave
many lives at risk.Precarious balance forced her to step down to the craft’s slippery seat,
windmilling her arms in a bid to avoid the freezing water. Fate had never been her friend, and
now conspired to thwart her best efforts. Losing the battle for equilibrium, she lurched forward,
sliding on the slickened floor and striking her elbow on the quarter knee in an attempt to remain
inside the boat. Her waist-length braid snagged on the oarlock, bringing tears to cool on her
lashes.After several attempts and accumulating new bruises, she managed to slide onto the
seat, her jeans instantly soaking up the moisture. Great. At least her small flashlight remained
dry in her jacket’s zippered breast pocket. I’m not cut out for this crap.The quiet chuffing of the
golden retriever that had startled her did nothing to settle her nerves in light of his subdued
excitement. If he became more vocal and floodlights spotlighted her criminal undertaking, she’d
make an excellent target with a watery grave already prepared. Oblivious to her desperate plight,
the wide, doggy grin and weight shifting between his front feet broadcast his eagerness to join
her for the late-night escapade. “Go home, boy. You shouldn’t be here. This is dangerous.”Part of
her unique talent insured that dogs, cats, and horses all loved her, which was great at work. Dr.
Carari had hired her five minutes into her interview when one of the problem patients had
scrambled onto Dani’s lap. The dog in question supposedly hated people, especially
veterinarians.The first leg of her journey entailed defying the river’s current surging in a roiling,
angry tempest, threatening all but the strongest-willed to test their mettle. Her objective to hug
the shoreline necessitated chancing undercut banks, overhanging sweepers, and sieve-like



obstacles waiting beneath the smoother surface along the edge and had made sense in her
head. Reality declared her attempt at playing superhero foolish and a recipe for disaster. She’d
purposefully chosen a meeting point upriver to use the current in her favor should unforeseen
circumstances necessitate a quick escape.“C’mon, boy, go home. This water is too cold for you
to survive if anything goes wrong. I can’t risk it no matter how much I need someone to listen to
my ramblings.”In keeping with her vile luck, the dog immediately hopped into the boat, skidding
to slam against the far side. The resulting dangerous sway nearly toppled them both into the icy
water, ending the adventure before it had begun.“Right. Of course you’d want to come along. But
when we get back, we go our own separate ways, got it?” Despite her newest friend’s inability to
convey his thoughts, the false security granted by his companionship eased her tension. The
canine answered her admonishment by rubbing his muzzle against her thigh.Stray shafts of
ambient light glittered on the swells and gilded the fracturing white caps while heavy, low-lying
clouds released bits of their frozen tax for her trespass. The slight distance to travel gave her
time to sort her thoughts and fortify her mental reserves. She was doing the right thing.The dog
settled next to her booted feet, content for the ride and oblivious to the danger. “Well, if you’re
gonna ride, you have to have a name. For tonight, I’ll call you Asmin, which means protector. You
should be home and snuggled up on your mama’s bed, not freezing out in this weather. Still…it’s
good to have company.”As if appreciating the temporary title, her unexpected stowaway issued a
low woof, making her smile as she secured the oars in their locks and pushed away from the
short pier. Ahead, she’d have to navigate between the piles of a low bridge, but they’d serve as a
marker on the return trip if the coming storm turned vicious.The steady lap of water against the
hull calmed her thoughts as she bucked the weaker current hugging the shore. Tonight’s snow
should hide any traces of her excursion. At least there’s some good fortune in my future.“Who
knew rowing against the current required so much strength?” Yesterday, she’d scoured the area
to find a suitable meeting place and avenue of approach where she couldn’t be followed or
tracked if fate kicked her in the teeth.She’d longed to meet Callie, who held a distinct talent
similar to her own. Repeated attempts to contact Franklin, acting as their go-between, had failed.
Approaching his teammate, Jake, seemed like a risk worth taking.Asmin’s thin whine echoed her
worry. “What if he doesn’t show? How will I warn Callie of the dangerous men on her trail?” A dull
ache in her arms went ignored while having the unexpected companion close helped soothe her
anxiety. Tomorrow was Friday and she’d have most of the weekend to rest.Minutes passed, and
the ache morphed into a burn, but she didn’t slacken her pace. She should’ve left earlier and
allowed time for inevitable setbacks. Checking the weather should’ve been at the top of her to-
do list.When scouting for a meeting place, she’d searched for a wooded area by the river not too
far from the road since Jake’s route would start at the highway. Neither had far to go.After
struggling to avoid a snarl of partially submerged branches and the river’s collected detritus, she
rounded the next bend and found her marker, a large cottonwood extending its graceful
branches low enough across the water to suit her purpose.“You need to stay in the boat, Asmin. I
don’t know what’s happened, but something feels very wrong. If Callie is free and clear as



planned, I’ll tell Jake about the foreigners. Then I think it’s time to relocate, maybe dye my hair
and get some contact lenses. Clean slate.” She’d done all she could and risked exposure in
delivering this message. If her foster family found her, Dani’s circumstances would be far worse
than Callie’s had been.The cryptic directive delivered to Jake, requesting a face-to-face meeting
had already tempted fate. She saw no other choice since Franklin hadn’t answered her texts. He
wouldn’t have ignored her. The only way to know for sure what had happened was to see Jake in
person. Her talent encompassed so much more than human lie detection and she’d know as
soon as she met him if he’d turned traitor.The flat-bottomed boat’s grudging shore landing
ushered in the next phase of her plan with a stuttering grind. Bare-limbed trees stretching
skyward did little to block the cold wind’s bite and would offer little camouflage in passing
through the woods.After tying the boat to a drooping, sturdy branch, she padded up the low
bank, grateful when Asmin stayed behind. Despite her unique ability with animals, she couldn’t
convey her desperate if irrational need for stealth. The care in which she’d contacted Jake didn’t
negate the cold, stark fear stalking her every step and growing with every inhalation while the
vicious whims of fate ensured her hands shook on what could be her final adventure. The
metallic grrr of her coat’s pocket zipper opening reverberated in her mind.
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DD Gott - Donadees Corner, “A lady is a hostage due to her smartness, but she has unknown
people looking out for her.. Reily Garrett – Mind Stalkers Bk 0 – Bending Fate – Reviewed 1-2-22
– Read 12/5/21Dani has a unique ability, and she knows that Calli is in danger, so she sets out to
help get her free from the people holding her hostage. As she takes a boat tied up on the river,
the owner’s dog decides that he will join her on her trip. Unable to get the dog out of the boat and
need to meet the contact, taking off, taking the dog. Unfortunately, when she finds her contact,
Daryl is shot right in from on her, he tells her to leave, and he would hold them off as long as
possible. She runs with the golden retriever guiding her back to the boat, saving her life, and the
story begins.Join Dani as she tries to help Calli get free…What did I like? This prequel was
exciting and the perfect setup for the new series. If you have ever read any of Reily’s books, you
will know the type of excitement and research that she does with writing. I am excited to read the
next book in this totally awesome new series, Mind Stalkers.What will you like? Exciting,
mysterious, intriguing, and filled with lots of mind-boggling situations. The characters are
unforgettable again as always, including the golden retriever that works with Dani in her
dangerous adventure. Don’t miss adding this prequel to start off the new series that is sure to
keep us up late at night, Reily Garrett’s new book, “Bending Fate,” is available NOW!!!• ASIN:
B01N01BTPN• Publisher: Reily Garrett• Publication Date: 12/10/2021• File Size: 2536 KB• Print
Length: 58 pages• Genre: Action & Adventures Short Stories, Crime Action & Adventure, Action
Thriller Fiction”

Vanessa Cova, “I am extremely glad I got this book. I am extremely glad I got this book. It draws
you you since the moment you start to read it and never lets you go. It makes you want more.
Dani is intriguing and with all that is going on you see how strong she is. It's a fantastic read.
Can't wait to read the whole series.”

Lilly's Book World, “Great book, if you want to get to know Dani better. Another lovely book that
was offered to me by Reily Garrett, “Bending Fate” is an introduction to “Carnal Whispers: Mind
Stalker”, which focuses on Danielle and Marc’s relationship. This book however has only Dani in
the center of attention.On her way to save Callie, a girl with the same special abilities as hers,
Dani is faced with many obstacles and will bare as well losses. Her struggle to always be one
step ahead of her enemies is well described, but as well her fear of letting Callie down. Dani’s
altruistic emotions, strength and intelligence are well captured and make her an extraordinary
woman.I’ve had a hard time only when it came to environmental descriptions. Too many details
gave me the impression of a difficult lecture and that’s why it took me more time than normal to
finish it. It also took me away from the main action, as I was drawn into imagining how it all
looked and I lost my focus on the story.All in all, this book is great if you want to get to know Dani
better, to understand her emotions and her desire to protect. Still, the abundance of descriptions



made me think of a long, long excerpt. Other than that, four starts from me and can’t wait to start
the series!”

Books Laid Bare, “A short sharp read that adds depth and detail to Dani. These few chapter
won’t take you long to finish but they will leave you in no doubt about this author’s abilities
because Ms Garrett manages to inject a lot more into her few prequel chapter than you might
imagine.I thought the author set off at a torrid pace and in some parts her descriptions were
perhaps a little wordy for my taste but as the pages flipped past the story seemed to settle down
and the pattern took shape.Now, telling you the story of a book that is only a little over 3 chapters
is pointless, it will take you no time at all to read it, so I hope it is sufficient to say that the story
primarily centres on Dani and her search for another girl by the name of Callie and let’s just say
everything does not go as planned.I like my books in order so the fact that this was released
after Carnal Whispers did add to my pet peeve but the author kept it short and sweet so in the
end it was no big deal.Easily digested in a very short period of time this is a short sharp read that
fills in some back ground on Dani but in my opinion you really should read Carnal Whispers first
or there may be room for confusion.”

AutoBots, “is on a mission to save someone who has special DNA (or talents) like she does. ***I
received an ARC copy of this book. This has not influenced my opinion or my review***Bending
Fate is a short read, coming in at just three chapters, plus the excerpt from the book that follows
it.This book was well written, though in the beginning pages I felt the description of things was a
bit much. (as in it was a bit purple prosey-and yes I know this isn't a word) From the jump we
learn that Dani, is on a mission to save someone who has special DNA (or talents) like she does,
the other girl's name is Callie.Quickly into this little rescue mission everything goes down hill. I
won't give any spoilers, because I hate that, but I will say the pace flowed at a perfect speed. I'm
not sure if I needed to read another book to get the gist of this one but I did end up a little
confused at times trying to piece together what exactly Dani was. But, this is a prequel so that
might explain things better, as I understand the real book, Carnal Whispers has already been
released.Overall. This gets a 3.5 from me.”

Rebecca A, “Great introduction to the series. Dani works in a veterinary clinic for Dr. Caraici but
also has some DNA differences that many people would love to get their hands on.Her goal is to
get Callie rescued and back to Jake but it is clear that someone has betrayed Jake and their
group.Will Dani be able to get help for herself and Callie before she is taken?I read this book
after Carnal Whispers and I wish I had read this one first. Although it is short it definitely explains
some things that seemed to be missing in the first book.I really like Dani and I think this book
really shows how big her heart is and how she wants to keep people safe and out of dangerous
hands!Great introduction to Carnal Whispers!”



Cath McTernan, “Dangerous and Treacherous Intro to the Series. This is a short prequel to the
Mind Stalkers series and features Dani, or in her other alias Claire, a woman with some very
special talents. She has fed some information to a group of sympathetic people, who worked
together to free a woman called Callie, who had been imprisoned in a secret government
institute for most of her life, being experimented upon and tested to find out the full range of her
incredible powers and intelligence. They are using her to develop undetectable weapons of
mass destruction, something she refuses to do, as well as other projects. Dani managed to get
the codes to the building she is held in and get her set free, with a small group of insiders and
others helping. Her main contact Sebastian hasn’t been replying to any of her messages and
now she has arranged an in=person meet with Jake, another of those who freed Callie and is
apparently in love with her! She needs to deliver a message about Callie also being sought after
by a foreign group of dangerous people, who want to use her for breeding purposes.She sets off
alone, making sure her current identity of Dani, working in a vet practice due to her affinity with
animals, is kept separate from her current actions. A snowstorm has started and is covering
some of her tracks, but just as she meets with Jake, a sniper’s bullet comes straight for her and it
is only her special ability that gives her a forewarning of that danger and it narrowly misses her.
Jake isn’t quite so lucky and can only tell her to get ahold of Nate Crofton, the only other
member he kept out of his original team, that he still trusts. She already knows of him, as his
brother Marc Crofton is a regular at the vet’s where she works and has been flirting with her for
months. She needs to leave a message for the only other member of Jake’s team that she knows
of, but is discovered and soon realises there has been a traitor in Jake’s group and this is why
Callie is still in so much danger. Dani herself needs to change locations and identities, and keep
on the move to avoid being caught up in all this and to avoid members of her previous foster
family from finding her. A nice introduction to one of the key characters in the Mind Stalkers
series, with loads of tension and danger mixed in. There are hints of so much more to come and
I have already read the first two books in the series and I am looking forward to reading the next
two as well.”

Sammieshep, “Short but gripping. This is a short read but it leaves you wanting more in a good
way Its well written and I cant wait to read the next in line”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 18 people have provided feedback.
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